
The Click Frame Version 2.0
Don’t like your old screens stacked up in the corner of your shop, taking up valuable space and capital? 
Then the NEW Click Frame from Dynamic may be just what you’ve been waiting for.  Keep a small 
inventory on hand, and never use the wrong mesh or wait on a screen for the next job. Stretch your own 
frame for a fraction of the price of expensive Roller Frames and without all the messy glue from other 
methods. The Click Frame allows you to stretch a print ready frame to tensions in excess of most static 
frames and all in less than 60 seconds. With mesh on hand, you can take your frame from an 83 to a 305 
in a matter of minutes without any need for messy glue or expensive stretching tables. 

The Frame 
Our high quality extruded aluminum frames are welded and pressure tested 
to ensure that they start square and stay square.

The Click Tool 
The tool is marked on each side for ease of use and 
features a rounded handle that allows you to exert the 
needed force to stretch quality frames every time.

The Mesh Panel 
Our premium mesh panels are made in the U.S.A. with premium Italian mesh and are marked  
individually so that you will always know your mesh count. Each panel is permanently woven to four 
high strength locking strips so that you’ll never have to wonder if you’ve got them in the right spot. 

20x24 Click Frame 
Click Frame (Each) - $22.50 ea.
12 Frame Bundle - $19.60 ea.
24 Frame Bundle - $17.80 ea.

23x31 Click Frame 
Click Frame (Each) - $25.90 ea.
12 Frame Bundle - $22.60 ea.
24 Frame Bundle - $20.50 ea.

20x24 Tool - $35.00
23x31 Tool - $35.00

Size (Each) 83 Mesh 110 Mesh 125 Mesh 140 Mesh 160 Mesh 180 Mesh 196 Mesh 230 Mesh 280 Mesh 305 Mesh

20x24 $14.20 $14.10 $14.10 $14.10 $14.35 $14.70 $15.05 $15.30 $16.30 $16.65
23x31 $16.00 $15.85 $15.85 $15.85 $16.25 $16.85 $17.40 $17.90 $19.55 $20.10

Size (6 Pack) 83 Mesh 110 Mesh 125 Mesh 140 Mesh 160 Mesh 180 Mesh 196 Mesh 230 Mesh 280 Mesh 305 Mesh

20x24 $76.00 $75.60 $75.60 $75.60 $76.80 $78.80 $80.50 $82.00 $87.30 $79.30
23x31 $85.70 $85.00 $85.00 $85.00 $87.15 $90.35 $93.30 $95.76 $104.60 $107.80

HIGH QUALITY HIGH TENSION MONEY SAVER

1-800-967-4070
2049 S. Baker Ave • Ontario, CA. 91761

Click Frame Demo & Instruction Video @

WWW.DYNAMICSPS.COM

Made in U.S.A.


